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Ferdinand de Saussure is widely considered to be the founder of both modern
linguistics and structuralism. The first to establish the structural study of lan-
guage, he identified the difference between the system of language (langue)
and the speech of individuals (parole), and was first to distinguish between the
‘synchronic’ study of language (language at a given time), and the ‘diachronic’
(language as it changes through time). This companion brings together a team
of leading scholars to offer a fresh new account of Saussure’s work. As well
as looking at his pioneering and renowned Course in General Linguistics of
1916, they consider his lesser-known early work, his more recently discovered
manuscripts, and his influence on a range of other disciplines, such as cultural
studies, philosophy, literature and semiotics. With contributions by leading
specialists in each field, this comprehensive and accessible guide creates a
unique picture of the lasting importance of Saussure’s thought.

carol sanders is Professor of French at the University of Surrey, and
has taught at universities across Australia, France, Italy, the West Indies and
Britain. She has published many articles, books and translations in the fields
of French language, linguistics and culture, including a monograph on Saus-
sure (1979), and French Today: Language in its Social Context (Cambridge
University Press, 1993).
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in the text to refer to works by Saussure;
further information about the various editions of the Cours de linguistique
générale, and also about translation and terminology, is given in the introduc-
tion, pp. 3–4.

CGL-B Course in General Linguistics, trans. W. Baskin (Saussure, 1959,
1974)

CGL-H Course in General Linguistics, trans. R. Harris (Saussure, 1983)
CLG Cours de linguistique générale (Saussure, 1916)
CLG/D Cours de linguistique générale, ed. T. de Mauro (Saussure, 1972)
CLG/E Cours de linguistique générale, ed. R. Engler, 2 vols. (vol. 1,

Saussure, 1968; vol. 2, Saussure, 1974)
ELG Ecrits de linguistique générale, ed. S. Bouquet and R. Engler

(Saussure, 2002)
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